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There is an apocryphal story of a minister telling his Sunday congregation, “There 

are many prejudiced people here”, and all the parishioners nodded in agreement, 

but looked accusingly at those seated next to them. Outside religious centres too 

it is the other person who lacks virtue, has no sense of humour, or is bigoted. “I” 

or “We” are really nice, except when made not nice by others.

The Legacy of Hate : A Short History of Ethnic, Religious and Racial Prejudice 

Philip Perlmutter

I think we must ask ourselves this question, each one of us of how we so casually 

stereotype people and places, how easily we label our very own either by colour 

or race or ethnicity.

On the eve of India’s Independence Jawaharlal Nehru had said, ``The spirit of the 

age is in favour of equality, though practice denies it almost everywhere’’ and, 

being an optimist, had added, ``Yet the spirit of the age will triumph’’. More than 

68 years after Independence, the spirit of the age has not triumphed, at least not 

to the extent to which Nehru had hoped. Let us assume India becomes ‘swach’ 

and achieves a double digit growth and creates five hundred million jobs but if 

we continue to dislike/ discriminate people because they don’t look like us or eat 

our kind of food then the progress of the country will continue to be truncated.  

Discrimination to my mind is the single gravest internal-security threat that nations 

face today. Few challenges to the modern dream of democratic citizenship appear 

more daunting than the presence of severe ethnic and racial divisions in the 

society. 

What is Reachout? 

We are a group of people who believe that nation building is a work in progress 

but it cannot even get started if we have so many prejudices about our own 

citizens and we discriminate each other every day in some form or the other. So 
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we came together to form a non-partisan and independent foundation to use 

research and analysis and find ways to address stereotype and discrimination.

However, the first step in any direction is to RECOGNISE that discrimination 

exists and in abundance. It is also important to have empirical evidence of the 

scope and extent of discrimination.

In December 2014 we released the first ever discrimination survey. The survey 

was a qualitative and quantitative study in Delhi NCR to understand the extent 

and scope of discrimination and how to change perceptions. NHRC partnered 

with us to release the findings of the report. 

I am a journalist and a writer. Basically I am a chronicler and for several years I 

spent covering conflict and post conflict situations in India. But after years of 

covering conflict I was confronted with the problem of representing the people 

and places I travelled to because all we have been giving you is the SINGLE 

STORY of violence which has done nothing but helped stereotype the people 

and places. 

There are various ways of dispelling stereotypes but amongst other activities 

we started a digital portal in August 2015 to disseminate multiple narratives as 

against the ‘single story’. To that effect we started OurStories, a digital channel, 

integrated with social media, curating and collating stories from India and the 

neighbourhood, stories that are otherwise not reported. At the same time we 

are committed to begin intensive capacity enhancing programmes for grass root 

journalists and help connect those stories to other media platforms.

Stories connect us. They help us understand each other. But over the last two 

decades our stories were no longer being heard and people and places just kept 

falling off the map. We want to reconnect again through our stories and join 

the dots. 

It is envisaged that going beyond the ‘single story’ will help in dispelling 

stereotypes and breaking barriers. Stories punch holes in our mental walls 

(prejudices) and through those holes we get a glimpse of the other and often 

like it.

In 2015 we also developed guidelines for schools to address multi cultural 

diversity, a document that is now with the Government of India. 

We undertook extensive tours across the country speaking at various forums on 

discrimination and stereotypes. We have also conducted a series round tables on 
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‘migration and discrimination’ and on the ‘tyranny of distance’ and stereotypical 

representations when it comes to the coverage of India. 

The first perception we need to change is the question our funders ask: “Is this 

worthwhile to invest our money and energy?” Yes. “But why?” Because the 

biggest roadblock to nation building is the growing intolerance and prejudice 

we have made our social order into. You may say we want more concrete ideas. 

I would argue that no idea will work if we divide ourselves further and are 

we investing adequately to address this deep division? Not yet. So ladies and 

gentleman I am metaphorically passing the hat around for your support and 

cooperation in whatever way you think you can contribute. We need knowledge 

partners, we need volunteers, we need ideators, we need mentors and we need 

money.

This publication raises some very important issues of diversity against pluralism, 

and discusses sports as a medium to fight prejudice and how educators and 

students will have to play the pivotal role in challenging stereotypes. It has 

a timeline of our activities in 2014-15 highlighting our efforts in reaching 

out across all platforms and stakeholders to anchor and consolidate multiple 

discourses from each and every region.

Thank you for your continued support. 

Sincerely

Kishalay Bhattacharjee

“When people ask me “ Where are you from”, I reply “ Delhi”. They would 

often repeat their question clearly “ No. I mean originally where are you 

from?” Then I would reply “ Originally my fore-fathers were from China. Then 

they moved little further and started living in a place that later on was called 

Manipur. After 1947, India annexed Manipur. And now I live in Delhi. I have 

accepted the fact that if I live in India, I cannot avoid this question ever in 

my life. My look pops up this question at the first glance in the eyes of the 

‘original’ people of India. Whether they voice it or keep asking in their mind is 

a personal thing but I cannot escape it. Despite its own issues, Delhi has been 

a wonderful place for me.”     Nicky Chandam
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Reachout Foundation 
Defy Stereotype, Fight Prejudice, Eliminate Discrimination

We live in a world of negative generalisations about ethnic, racial or religious 

groups. Stereotyping has been a universal phenomenon and the “other” has 

always been attributed with exaggerated characteristics. States in India’s northeast 

for example have extraordinary ethnic, racial and cultural diversity, which has 

produced a crop of rich stereotypes; the term “northeast” itself being one of 

them. 

Similarly the Adivasi areas in Eastern and Central India or Jammu & Kashmir 

, Leh & Ladakh have also been victims of dangerous stereotypes. No region 

or community is free from these stereotypes that contribute to our multiple 

identities. 

There is no denying the way that the various societies and commonwealths of 

these regions are underrepresented in the Indian media and discourse.

The protracted conflict in many of these states have ensured that young men 

and women leave their home state routinely to receive education and seek 

employment resulting in a steady flow of students and professionals across 

the country. Indian hospitality industry for example is populated with people 

coming from states in India’s northeast. Delhi and Bangalore receive thousands 

of students each year. Despite the flow of people from and to these places, 

prejudices and stereotypes abound. The sense of perceived alienation has turned 

out to be so intense as to generate situations of violence. 

In 2012 ethnic riots in Assam and social media misinformation that went viral had 

deepened this division to the extent that several Indian cities witnessed exodus of 

sorts of “northeastern people” returning home following alleged threats to their 

life. The threat was more of a perceived fear that spread like wild fire and created 
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a national situation. That incident was the trigger for setting up of the Reachout 

Foundation.

Stereotypes continue to be perpetrated and to often dangerous end. Primarily 

it is a problem of non-inclusiveness for example Indian history books at school 

or college level have nothing from places like Manipur of Nagaland or even 

Chhattisgarh or Ladakh. The only pieces of information about them commonly 

available are the beautiful landscapes, its music and its shadow areas of 

disturbance.  Therefore education, information and sensitisation at all levels are 

the key drivers to dispel and challenge the stereotypes.  

If stereotypical perceptions are to change and the inclusive idea of India is to 

become emotionally viable in the region rather than being an often violently 

contested concept, there is an urgent need for policymakers, the media, civil 

society and public and corporate stakeholders to rethink the economic, political 

and cultural aspects of the “centre-periphery” relationship to a more “equal” 

relationship. 

There are a number of ways in which this can be achieved. Firstly it is important 

for both the national and regional media to report these regions more accurately 

rather than through stereotypical and sensationalist frames of reference. Secondly 

policymakers and government departments both nationally and regionally need to 

undertake strong diplomatic steps to ensure that there is effective communication 

and networking to build political and cultural bridges with the culturally diverse 

people of the region. It is also imperative that as corporate social responsibility, 

organisations recognise this as a critical area to invest their energies and initiatives. 

. 



TIMELINE 2014-15

Bloom Public School: September, 2014

Reachout Foundation and Manzil Mystics, a 

youth collective organized a students meet at 

Bloom Public School, New Delhi to sensitise the 

students and teachers on various attitudes of 

discrimination. 

Don Bosco, Panjim, Goa:  September, 2014 

Reachout Foundation visited Don Bosco, Panjim, Goa and signed a MoU with the Mass 

Communication Department for carrying out future media activities on  

anti-discrimination. 

Don Bosco, Sulcorna, Goa : October, 2014  

Reachout Foundation’s Kishalay Bhattacharjee 

spoke about importance of ‘grass root journalism 

to dispel stereotypes’ to a bunch of young people 

at Sulcorna and then to the Mass Com under grads 

at Don BoscoPanjim , Goa.
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Chief Minister’s Office, Haryana: December,2014

Reachout Foundation met the Haryana Chief Minister 

twice for anti-discrimination campaigns in Haryana. The 

Chief Minister endorsed the efforts and promised to 

collaborate on any efforts towards that direction.

Centre for Social Sciences and Humanities, Delhi , 
French Cultural Centre: September, 2014

Reachout Foundation was invited to speak on ‘Conflict and the Danger of a Single Story’

I Valley Talks, Imphal, Manipur :  
October 2014

Reachout Foundation’s Kishalay Bhattacharjee spoke at 

I Valley Talks in Imphal, Manipur on need for multiple 

narratives to fight racial discrimination

Rajiv Gandhi University, Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh : October 2014

Kishalay Bhattacharjee was at the Rajiv Gandhi University, Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh to 

speak at an International Seminar on Media’s Role in Facilitating Peace. 

EFLU, Shillong, Meghalaya : October 2014

On 30th Oct at English and Foreign Languages University ,Shillong invited Kishalay 

Bhattacharjee to speak on stereotype and discrimination and how to use grassroot journalism 

to fight it.

Mapping the World Through 
Prose   Odisha Lit Fest: 
November,  2014  

At the Odisha Lit Fest organized 

by the New Indian Express, 

Kishalay Bhattacharjee stressed 

on the importance of ‘many 

stories’ and mapping the world 

through stories to challenge the 

notion of stereotype.
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CII Young India,Hyderabad : Nov 27th 
2014       

Danger of a Single Story and how to defy 

stereotype and eliminate discrimination...  

“I don’t think a anti racist law, candles 

at JantarMantar or TV debates can help 

change perceptions..its a long arduous 

journey but must begin somewhere by first 

recognising that there is discrimination 

all around us...if you deny you need 

to ask some hard questions”. Kishalay 

Bhattacharjee

Sarojini Naidu Mass Com Centre 
Hyderabad University:January, 2015

Kishalay Bhattacharjee was invited to 

speak at a two-day session on how to defy 

stereotype through reportage.

Kishalay was interviewed by Bol Hyderabad 

Bol on the mission and vision of Reachout 

Foundation

During the same time Kishalay was invited to speak at the Hyderabad Lit Fest.

Kalaghoda Festival Mumbai 

David Sassoon Library:  
9th February 2015 

Kishalay Bhattacharjee spoke 

on Dissent and Conflict at the 

Kalaghoda Festival.

He also addressed a panel on Long 

Reading of Fiction and Other Prose:  

Danger of a Single Story.
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Hindu College, Delhi University: March,2015  

Is Northeast a Stereotype  Keynote Speaker Kishalay 

Bhattacharjee

Kishalay Bhattacharjee was invited to Miranda House 

College, Indraprastha College, Jamia Milia Islamia’s Centre 

for North East Studies and Political Science Department and 

at Jawaharlal Univeristy, New Delhi to talk about Reachout 

Foundation and ways and means to address the problem of 

racial and ethnic discrimination.

Press conference of AnshuJamsenpa: March ,2015

Anshu Jamsenpa who was attempting a second double ascent was in Delhi and Reachout 

Foundation organized a press conference. NDTV and Headlines Today(now India Today TV) had 

covered her and her work on anti-discrimination. 

(Due to the earthquake in Nepal Anshu couldn’t make that attempt)

National Security Council: March, 2015

Kishalay Bhattacharjee, Executive Director, Reachout Foundation was selected by the NSCS, 

PMO to be part of a high level committee to assess the security situation of Manipur.

Reachout Foundation Roundtables 2015

Migration and Discrimination,NFI Boardroom, New Delhi

Tyranny of Distance, NFI Boardroom, New Delhi

Brown bag conference on Indian Chinese, NFI Boardroom, New Delhi 

Seminars, 2015

Seminar on media and minorities at the Centre for Media, Culture and Governance 

Text, Context and Discourse 

Press and the NE: Imaginaries of exclusion and inclusion

Reimagining the NE: Narratives, Networks and Negotiations.
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McGill University, Montreal, Canada: June, 2015

Reachout Foundation was represented by Kishalay Bhattacharjee to join 

a strategy workshop at McGill University to help develop better strategies 

to prevent religious extremism. It had informed analysis of interactions 

between religion and conflict, offering policy options for decision makers 

through evidence-based reports, media commentary, events and briefings. 

Social Impact Awards, Guwahati, Assam: September, 2015

Reachout Foundation was in the jury 

of Social Impact Awards to select 

non-profit organisations working in 

various fields in India’s northeast.

Editors Conference, Scindia School: 

September, 2015

Kishalay Bhattacharjee was invited 

as the chief guest and speaker at 

the Editor’s Conference in Scindia 

School, Gwalior.

CII, Young India, Bhubaneshwar :October, 2015
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Northeast Festival, New Delhi: October, 2015 

High level discussion on ‘North East’s strategic importance to India and Act East Policy’ at 

North East Festival 2015 moderated by Kishalay Bhattacharjee.  

The session featured high level panelists such as Mr. Ram Madhav, National General Secretary, 

BJP; Mr. Ravi Capoor, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Commerce, Government of India; Mr. AM 

Singh, Joint Secretary, Ministry of DoNER, Government of India, Dr. Nani Gopal Mahanta, 

Professor, University of Gauhati and Mr. Shyamkanu Mahanta, Organiser-in-chief, North East 

Festival. The session was moderated by well known journalist Kishalay Bhattacharjee. 

UNICEF Kaziranga Conference, November 2015

Senior Editors’ Consultation on Child Rights, Media Ethics and Adolescent Participation in 

the Media, in Kaziranga, Assam.  Organised by UNICEF and Assam State Commission for 

Protection of Child

Kishalay Bhattacharjee , Executive Director Reachout Foundation, Senior Journalist & Author 

led the discussion on Children and the Media: Representation of Children and Adolescents and  

chaired a session on Children, Adolescents and Digital Media

Westminister, Reachout and EEFLU collaboration of Journalism Workshop, Shillong, 
2015

Launch of journalism training projectby Westminster School of Media, Arts and Design 

University of Westminster, London in collaboration with Reachout Foundation. The launch of 

this project coincided with National Press Day. World Vision, The Northeast Magazine (TNT) 

and EFFLU( English and Foreign Languages University) supported the launch.

The senior faculty at the University as well as the Pro-VC and Head of Global Engagement are 

fully on board to support the project over 2016 and beyond. 

Westminister, Reachout and NFI collaboration of Journalism Workshop, 2015

An exclusive strategy workshop on the launch of the Reporting India’s Regions in the Digital 

Age: Challenges and Opportunities project – an innovative media training programme bringing 

together the Westminster School of Media, Arts and Design, London in collaboration with the 

National Foundation of India and Reachout Foundation, New Delhi.

The workshop was held to understand how the mainstream media represents North-East 

India and other regions and to deliberate on strategies for more effective representation 

of the regions in the national media for peace and development. The workshop brought 

together senior Delhi-based journalists and editors working in the national media, who have 
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a perspective on political, cultural and market pressures in reporting from the 

region and who can offer innovative media solutions for wider representation. The 

workshop was moderated by Kishalay Bhattacharjee
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Reachout in the Media

Zee News 

http://zeenews.india.com/news/north-east/discrimination-against-ne-people-a-

reality-survey_1510577.html. Zee News. 

The Economic Times 

http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2014-12-06/news/56779899_1_

discrimination-cent-survey-repor.

E-Pao 

http://e-pao.net/GP.asp?src=2..071214.dec14.

E-Pao 

http://epao.net/epSubPageExtractor.asp?src=education.Scientific_Papers.

Reachout_Anti-Discrimination_Project_Delhi-NCR_Discrimination_Survey_2014_

Full_Report.

IBN Live 

http://ibnlive.in.com/news/discrimination-against-northeast-people-a-reality-

survey/516836-3.html.

Imphal Free Press 

http://ifp.co.in/page/items/24322/is-discrimination-a-reality.

Kangla Online 

http://kanglaonline.com/2014/12/is-discrimination-a-reality/.

Scroll 
http://scroll.in/article/693440/Eight-charts-that-explain-what-discrimination-

against-North-Easterners-feels-like-in-Delhi.

Arunachal Times 

http://www.arunachaltimes.in/wordpress/2014/12/08/racial-discrimination-against-

ne-people-a-reality-survey/.

Deccan Herald 

http://www.deccanherald.com/content/446085/discrimination-against-ne-people-

reality.html.

DNA 

http://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-delhi-biased-against-those-from-northeast-

survey-2041722.

Nagaland Page 

http://www.nagalandpage.co.in/c3.html.
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Newsmobile 

http://www.newsmobile.in/articles/2014/12/06/discrimination-against-northeast-

people-reality.

The Hindu 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-newdelhi/discrimination-

against-northeast-residents-mostly-through-use-of-offensive-names/

article6667183.ece.

The Telegraph 

http://www.telegraphindia.com/1141208/jsp/northeast/story_2562.jsp#.

VKjKB1oxGfQ.

Rediff 
http://www.rediff.com/news/report/seventy-four-per-cent-ne-indians-feel-delhi-is-

the-most-unsafe-city-for-them/20141206.htm .

Brunch News 

http://www.brunchnews.com/the-economic-times/business/discrimination-against-

ne-people-a-reality-survey-2113635 .

CandyDirect 
http://candydirectnews.com/india/discrimination-against-northeast-people-a-

reality-survey/ .

Streetheadline 

http://www.streetheadline.com/74-northeastern-indians-feel-delhi-is-the-most-

unsafe-city-for-them/ .

Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/reachoutfoundationindia 
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“Say No to Discrimination”

“We all realize today the global significance of sports as a vehicle for peace, 

dialogue and social cohesion. The practice of sport disregards both geographical 

borders and social classes, and it plays a significant role as a promoter of social 

integration and economic development in different geographical, cultural and 

political contexts” – Koïchiro Matsuura, former UNESCO Director-General

Background 

One of Reachout Foundation’s specific objectives is to use sports as a vehicle 

to combat racism, discrimination and violence. Since we all know sports is a 

means to bring closer together people regardless of their social, cultural or ethnic 

background, their age or their sex, it is a potent medium to eliminate barriers and 

negative stereotypes.

Ashish Ballal Hockey Academy (ABHA) and Reachout Foundation affirms their 

commitment to raise public awareness on the role of education and sports in the 

development and well being of children and youth and in promoting dialogue, 

mutual understanding and social cohesion.  

ABHA ( Ashish Ballal Hockey Academy)

ABHA was formed to promote hockey, the national game from grassroots level, 

involving current and former national players providing training facilities to young 

players thus creating a feeder route to the national/ state teams.

Ashish Ballal, an Olympian and Arjuna Awardee took up coaching after 

representing India. He has been involved in coaching at various levels at senior 

and junior teams. He was also the winning coach of the Bangalore Lions and 

ABHA–Reachout Academy for  
Sporting Excellence
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Bangalore Hi Fliers in the premier Hockey League. Ashish Ballal is the mentor of 

the academy. 

The academy based in Bangalore provides free training at two schools and 

supplies free kits and coaching to a group of 25 street children through Ananya 

Foundation’s programme, ‘Dream A Dream’.It also provides coaching, kits, 

educational scholarship and diet totally free of cost.  The academy accommodates 

30 boys as day scholars and 15 as boarders. 

It has been in existence since October 2001 sustaining itself on donations. It has 

coached over 300 boys during the period with empowering results.

Seven of the boys represented the Karnataka sub-junior nationals. Fourteen of the 

boys have attended the junior India training camp at Delhi in 2002 and 2005 as 

well as twelve boys were called for the all India inter-university selections of which 

two were selected. Along with that thirteen boys were selected to represent the 

under 17 Karnataka team for the Nehru Cup Tournament in Delhi. Over 20 boys 

attended the senior Karnataka team camp for various tournaments. Fifteen boys 

have donned the state colors in the men’s senior division at all India tournaments 

Harini Kota one of the founding members of ABHA and an executive member of 

the Karnataka Hockey Association as well as the Managing Trustee of Reachout 

Foundation started this venture by raising fund through “waste cartridge 

collection programme” thus reducing non-biodegradable and toxic waste from 

offices in Bangalore.  

ABHA was formed to scout for talents at the grassroot level from states where 

the youth feel alienated like Manipur and the tribal districts of Odisha. It was an 

attempt to give them adequate time to implement training modules as well as to 

provide skill development and livelihood options.

ABHA has a closer control on physical fitness and on the diet regime. At the 

same time it monitors academics to produce more thinking players. The idea is to 

provide a healthy environment for learning both on and off the field and to help 

bridge the gap and reduce discrimination.
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“Unity in Diversity”

What do we understand from this statement, especially in the context of our 

country?  Our country is blessed with a wide range of languages, food, customs, 

rituals, sports and different types of cultures. The expanse of our country is 

testimony to the rich diversity that has co-existed for many centuries.

This diverse culture is held together tenuously; internal stability is constantly 

threatened by communalist ideologies. However, the state has prevailed because 

of the dedicated people within it.One such group of determined people I have had 

the opportunity to meet have come together under the banner of “REACHOUT” 

--a not-for-profit organisation having members from all across India.

A player of the National Sport, Field Hockey, I have a keen understanding of 

the diversity of our country. It is a team game and has therefore given me the 

opportunity to meet players from all corners of the country. In a career spanning 

well over a decade I have been to so many camps, trained under so many coaches 

and played with countless players as team mates. The feeling of belonging to one 

team, representing one country, striving towards one goal were all great learning 

experienceswhich helped me in my formative years. I had started playing for the 

National squad at the age of16 and continued playing till the age of 30. 

Sports As a Medium for  
Accepting Diversity

ASHISH KUMAR BALLAL
Arjuna Awardee & Olympian.

Asian games gold medallist
Former Indian hockey captain 
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During this long career I was exposed to different cultures, food habits, dressing 

styles and, most importantly, languages. We would go out of our way to make 

each other comfortable while playing or training in our respective home states. 

We would learn about other cultures and at the same time teach our culture to 

others. In a funny way we were teachers and students rolled into one.

Having represented the country in nearly 375 international matches, I was 

exposed to many foreign teams and tours. Often we had to adapt to foreign 

environments. We all adapted and accepted our roles and situations and so I feel 

very strongly and identify with the idea of “Unity in Diversity”.

It gives me great pleasure to share this with you, and I take this opportunity to 

congratulate “REACHOUT” for their selfless work in this area of diversity and 

wish them the very best for their future endeavours. I will support them in every 

possible way and I endorse the vision behind it. 
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Anshu Jamsenpa , brand ambassador of Reachout Foundation tells Vibha Lakhera 
her remarkable story of  reaching the top, literally, of her hopes and despair, 
achievements and struggles.

“Dream. Dare. Win.”

“You have to first dream, and then dare to fulfill that dream and finally you win. 
The mind is very powerful. You can achieve what your mind perceives. But it is 
very important to know your weaknesses and strengths. Positive attitude gives you 
the strength to fight against all odds.”

“Equality is very important if you want to develop the society and the country. 
Women have tremendous potential which has been ignored.”    

Anshu Jamsenpa an Everester from Bomdilla, Arunachal Pradesh, the only Indian 
woman to have scaled the Mt. Everest thrice and the only mother in the world to 
have done so twice in 10 days. 

“I am Anshu Jamsenpa, a mountaineer hailing from Bomdilla, a small town 
tucked in Arunachal Pradesh along the Indo-Chinese border. My hometown has a 
small population of 25,000 people. The day-to-day problems of scarce water and 
electricity fade away when I take a look at the beautiful surroundings of Bomdilla. 
I am 35 years old and a proud mother of two daughters aged 13 and 9.”

Vibha:  What made you think of taking up mountaineering as a sport?

Anshu: Essentially I come from a part of India where people are physically tough 
and like to indulge in lot of physical activity. As a child I was always interested in 
adventure activity and was passionate about it. But the opportunity to express this 
only came in 2009 when Wange, my husband, organized the National Himalayan 
Trekking Programme that had rock climbing as one of the events. One afternoon 

Dream, Dare, Win 
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I prepared lunch for some of the mountaineer friends and went over. It was a 
godsend for me! The group of rock climbers did a recce on the rock face and they 
were taking time to decide. Impulsively I went up to them and said I wanted to 
try. They were pleasantly surprised and happy to take me in. I finished rappelling 
down the rock face successfully. I joined the last trekking group. They said that I 
was courageous and that is how my journey as a mountaineer began. I learnt that 
it’s a huge subject. I took a fifteen-day course after which I wanted to do a basic 
course. The instructors were impressed and told me that I could climb the Everest. 
I spoke to Wange about it and we decided that after completing the advanced 
course I would go for it. 

Vibha: What really inspired you to take up something that is so unattainable? 

Anshu:  The decision to scale Everest was taking me a step closer to my goal of 
helping out people as mountaineering has social and economic benefits to offer. 
Since my childhood I wanted to do something different. I guess that was a strong 
inspiration to try and go to the top. 

Vibha:  How difficult has it been to be a woman, a mother and a mountaineer? 

Anshu: After the initial euphoria settled down, I realized that being a mountaineer 
has its own difficulties. Mountaineering is expensive and one of the riskiest 
adventure sports. Arranging finances for my expedition was the biggest challenge. 
During the initial stage I faced a lot of discouragement. But later on, after I had 
my achievements and mountaineering records to show, things changed. Apart 
from that, emotional, mental and physical hardships also had to be dealt with. I 
knew it was never going to be easy making an attempt being a mother but I also 
knew that if I had to do it. I think it’s about conviction and self–belief.

Vibha: You had planned a second double ascent in 2014, but due to an accident 
they shut down all expeditions. In 2015 you were at the base camp to make 
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another attempt when the killer quake struck. Would you like to tell us about 
that? 

Anshu: Yes , this year on the 7th of April the expedition for Mt.Everest was 
flagged off by MoS Home, GOI, Mr. Kiren Rijiju in Itanagar. With great enthusiasm 
and determination, I started my journey. Through my past experiences I have come 
to realize that no matter how well prepared you are, its helplessness that one 
faces when it comes to the forces of nature. 

On 25th of April the earthquake that shook Nepal caused numerous avalanches 
on Mt. Everest. It is the worst thing that can happen during a mountain 
expedition. I was lucky to have survived the fury of nature but there were others 
who weren’t so lucky. Our camp side at Everest base camp was totally destroyed 
by the avalanche. Along with other mountaineers and sherpas, we cleared the 
debris, helped the injured and collected whatever was left of the expedition,\ with 
a sense of desolation. It was a sad situation at the base camp with many dead and 
injured mountaineers spread all over.

This has not been the first time that an expedition has been called off and it is not 
an easy situation to deal with. You see your goal ahead, charged up with all the 
energy, and then it suddenly disappears. It is like dreaming a beautiful dream and 
just before you reach where you were headed, someone wakes you up. It is very 
upsetting but I am keeping myself motivated and hoping that my dream will be 
fulfilled some day soon.

Vibha: You are a proud mother of two daughters, would you want them to 
become mountaineers too?

Anshu: I do not want to force them for anything in life, but if they wish then I will 
definitely support them.

Vibha: What is your message to the youth? 

Anshu: I would like to tell the youth of our country that they should be passionate 
about everything they do in life. Believe in yourself and believe in God.

Vibha: Reachout Foundation is proud to be associated with you. What is your 
message against discrimination? 

Anshu:  This year I got associated with Reachout Foundation and I support the 
cause you are working for. I feel if you really want the country to develop then 
there cannot be any discrimination. I am always ready to do whatever I can to 
fight prejudice and discrimination. Yes, we can!
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A multi-stage sampling technique was used. Since exact locations of the targeted 

population were not easy to identify snow ball sampling, a non-probability 

technique, was used to identify the locations where the targeted population could 

be approached.  Since the issue of discrimination is very sensitive and everyone 

may not want to participate, the random sampling method was employed in the 

second stage which was the stage in which respondents were selected.Using the 

simple random sampling method the survey approached more than 2000 people 

and there was a completion rate of almost fifty percent, with 947 participants 

completing the interview. 

The face to face interviews were conducted using a standard structured 

questionnaire by trained field investigators. The questionnaires were written in 

English as this was preferred language for the majority of the participants. The 

questionnaire has been developed by a team of researchers under the guidance of 

Kishalay Bhattacharjee. A pre-test of the questionnaire was done and important 

changes were made as per the inputs received from it.

Basic Findings of Discrimination Project

Is Discrimination a reality?

Is discrimination a reality for those individuals from the Northeast who are living 

in Delhi? While we can’t say for certain whether or not these individuals had been 

discriminated against, we can say that slightly more than half of the respondents 

believed that they had been on the receiving end of it.  

What kind of discrimination? 

The study reveals that the majority of respondents who felt discriminated said that 

they faced ethnic or racial discrimination. 67 per cent of respondents said that 

they were the victims of ethnic discrimination while 4 per cent claimed gender 

discrimination and 3 per cent said they were discriminated on the basis of their 

religion. 11 per cent responded with no opinion on the matter.

Males and females reported along similar lines when it came to discrimination. 

Both females and males identified their ethnicity as the greatest determinant of 

discrimination. 77 per cent of male as compare to 74 per cent female respondents 

claim that they have experienced ethical/racial discrimination during their stay in 

Delhi-NCR.
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Of those individuals who were surveyed, the greatest percentage (60%) who felt 

they had been discriminated against were between the ages of 22 and 30. Forty 

percentwere below 22 years of age, and 11% were over the age of 40.

How is the situation in Delhi in terms of discrimination? 

The situation in Delhi regarding racial/ethnic discrimination is most worrying for 

Northeast Indians. 74 per cent respondents said that Delhi is the most unsafe 

place in terms of ethnic discrimination. Only 8 per cent felt that it is the least 

worrying place  while 18 per cent did not express their opinion about it. The table 

below indicates the spread of the opinions. 

Locations Where Respondents Reported Experiencing Discrimination:

Knowing where individuals report having experienced discrimination can help 

us target advocacy work around those locations. The majority of respondents 

who reported experiencing discrimination experienced it at either a restaurant or 

sporting or public places (27%). These locations were followed by 24 per cent at 

educational institutions and 23 per cent in the real estate market. 13 per cent of 

them said that they faced discrimination at their workplace and7 per cent people 

informed that even the police did not treat them equally.

Response to Discrimination:

Most of the respondents who faced discrimination did not give any response on 

the question ofwhat measures they took in the situation. The worrying statistic is 

that only 4 per cent of the victims of discrimination reported it to the police. While 

only 4 percent reported the discriminatory act to police, 24 percent shared their 

experience with a friend or family member. The experience of being discriminated 

is so humiliating to them that only 18 per cent of them informed their friends but 

not their families while 12 per cent did not say anything to anyone. 

The findings of the survey also reveal that males are more ignorant about this 

issue than females. However, the data suggests that more males decline to answer 

this question than females. 44 per cent of males did not respond as compared to 

34 per cent females. Most of the males just shared their experiences with their 

friends but not with their family. Far more females have discussed it with their 

family and friends. 35 per cent females have reported being discriminated to their 

family and friends but haven’t informed the police as compared to 19 per cent of 

male respondents.  
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Perception about themselves 

The main reason for discrimination against them was their ethnic origin. 63 per 

cent of the sampled respondents asserted that they faced discrimination due 

to their ethnic origin. Amongst those who claimed discrimination due to ethnic 

origin, 15 per cent said that they faced itvery often or many a times while 48 

per cent said that they faced discrimination due to their ethnic origin only some 

times. Only 24 per cent said that they were never discriminated due to their ethnic 

origin. The graph below indicates this story. 

One of the most worrying trends is that the respondents feel they are being 

looked at in suspicion. Only 41 per cent said that people never treated them with 

mistrust. Most of the respondents said that there is trust deficit between them 

and other ‘Indian people’. 12 per cent of them have very negative feelings about 

this issue and claimed that often people do not trust them. 31 per cent said that 

people suspect them some times while 16 per cent said that they hardly ever 

come across this issue. 

Identity is very important in our lives. It is humiliating if we are addressed by 

offensive names/terms. 56 per cent respondents said that they were addressed by 

offensive names. Around 20 per cent claim that people used offensive words to 

identify them,while 37 per cent said they have heard slurs only sometimes.

The causes of Discrimination: 

The major cause for discrimination that emerged from the survey was prejudice 

and lack of awareness about Northeast people; 64 per cent respondents said 

the reason behind discrimination is the lack of understanding/ awareness about 

people from the Northeast. 13 per cent claimed that it is because of indifference 

against people from the Northeast. 20 per cent said that the major cause of 

discrimination is lack of interaction among Northeasterns and others.  

Awareness about the law and procedure:

Only 40 per cent of the respondents know of a department set up by the 

government that can help the ethnic groups facing discrimination while the 

remaining 60 per cent do not have any idea about this kind of set up.  

Way Forward: 

The most positive response is that most people hope that discrimination will 

be eliminated. They feel that the government and social bodies will be integral 
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in addressing the problem of discrimination. 35 per cent of them said that the 

government would be the most important driver in this while 29 per cent think 

that social workers would be best suited to solve the problems. 17 per cent of 

the respondents said that ethnic groups themselves have to play a part to reduce 

discrimination. 19 per cent people could not say anything on this. 

What would be the best way to handle the problem of ethnic 
discrimination?

The respondents think that education is the best way to handle this problem. 68 

per cent respondents chose education as the most effective vehicle, while 18 per 

cent think that it can be solved only by the regulation of law and 10 per cent said 

that setting up more social organizations would be helpful to deal with this issue. 

The remaining 4 per cent did not express their opinion. 

What they think about Delhi:

Delhi can be free from discrimination. At least 47 per cent respondents believe 

that this city can be free from discrimination in the future while 30 per cent 

have negative feelings regarding this and think that it cannot be freed from this 

affliction. 21 per cent cannot be sure if Delhi willbe free from discrimination or 

not.

(The detailed report can be accessed on www.reachoutfoundation.org.in) 
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Speech by Chairperson, NHRC

Speech of Hon’ble Chairperson Justice Shri K. G. Balakrishnan on release 
of the  “Anti-Discrimination Project Report of Reachout Foundation” on  
6 December 2014 at the IIC, New Delhi

In spite of unprecedented progress at the international level in enhancing the legal 

protection of individuals and groups of individuals against discrimination, reports 

from all parts of the world confirm the fact that discriminatory acts and practices 

are anything but a memory from the past. Discrimination is multifaceted and 

present not only in State or public structures but also in civil society in general. 

To a greater or lesser extent, discrimination may thus affect the way people are 

treated in all spheres of society such as politics, education, employment, social 

and medical services, housing, the penitentiary system, law enforcement and the 

administration of justice in general. 

Discrimination may have many different causes and may affect people of different 

racial, ethnic, national or social origin such as communities of Asian or African 

origin, and people belonging to different castes. It can also be aimed at people 

of different cultural, linguistic or religious origin, persons with disabilities or the 

elderly and, for instance, persons living with the HIV virus or with AIDS. Further, 

persons may be discriminated against because of their sexual orientation or 

preferences. 

Discrimination based on gender is also commonplace in spite of the progress 

made in many countries. Laws still exist which, inter alia, deny women the 

right to represent matrimonial property, the right to inherit on an equal footing 

with men, and the right to work and travel without the permission of their 

husbands. Women are also particularly prone to violent and abusive practices, 
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which continue unabated in many countries, and they thus often suffer double 

discrimination, both because of their race or origin and because they are women.

A major problem in today’s world is also the discrimination to which numerous 

people, especially women and children, are subjected because they live in poverty 

or extreme poverty. These circumstances may force them to migrate and have 

contributed to an increase in trafficking in persons, particularly women and 

children, who are also frequently subjected to physical restraint, violence and 

intimidation. 

The right to equality and freedom from discrimination is protected by various 

provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. First, in 

Article 2(1) each State party:

“undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its 

territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the 

present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, 

sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social 

origin, property, birth or other status”. 

Article 26 of the Covenant is the cornerstone of protection against discrimination 

under the Covenant. It reads:

“All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any 

discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the 

law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons 

equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground 

such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 

national or social origin, property, birth or other status.” 

For the purposes of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 

of Racial Discrimination, “the term ‘racial discrimination’ shall mean”, according 

to Article 1(1):

“any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, 

colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or 

effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, 

on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in 

the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life” 

(emphasis added).
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Article 1 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

against Women describes “discrimination against women” as meaning

“any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex 

which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the 

recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their 

marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, 

cultural, civil or any other field” (emphasis added). 

The Indian Constitution contains a cluster of provisions pertaining to the right 

to equality. The flagship provision, Article 14, has a provision that the state 

shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal protection 

of the laws within the territory of India. Article 15 provides that the State shall 

not discriminate against any citizen and that no citizen should, on the specified 

grounds ‘be subject to any disability, liability, restriction or condition.’ This also 

allows for special provision to be made for women, children, specially and 

educationally backward classes of citizens as well as the Scheduled Castes and 

Tribes. 

In recent years there have been many reports of discrimination against 

Northeastern Indians. In 2007 the North-East Support Center & Helpline (NESC&H) 

was started as a separate wing of All India Christian Council, with the goal 

of increasing awareness of prejudice and attacks against people from North-

East India. Many people from North-East face difficulty and discrimination for 

accommodation. In 2014, Nido Taniam Death Incident case attracted a lot of 

media attention. In October 2014 two separate incidents when a student was 

beated by three men in Bangalore for not speaking Kannada and seven men beat 

a student in Gurgaon.  

In North-East India, there have been many attacks on those from outside the 

region. In 2007, thousands of Hindi-speaking labourers fled from Assam after a 

series of massacres and bomb attacks. 

The most infamous attacks and also the largest number of attacks has been 

towards the Bihari people. Bihari migrant workers in Assam and other North-

Eastern States have been subject to a growing degree of discrimination, prejudice 

and violence. The most recent incident was on 18 January 2014 when four youths 

from Bihar were shot dead after being pulled out from a bus by NDFB militants 

in Assam’s Kokrajhar district. Three others, also from Bihar were injured in the 

incident.
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In this regard, I would like to mention here that the Judges, prosecutors and 

lawyers have a professional duty to turn existing domestic legal provisions on the 

right to equality and non-discrimination into truly effective legal concepts and, 

whenever they are competent to do so, they must also apply, or at least be guided 

by, international legal rules on these matters. If this is done consistently and 

effectively, there would be a genuine possibility of slowly turning the world into a 

friendlier place for all. 

Further, educational measures will have to be taken among all sections of the 

national community, particularly among those that are in most direct contact with 

the people concerned, with the object of eliminating prejudices that they may 

harbour in respect of these people. To this end, efforts will have to be made to 

ensure that all school textbooks and other educational materials provide a fair, 

accurate and informative portrayal of the different cultures of these people so that 

there is unity in diversity.  

I am sure that the Anti-discrimination Project Report of Reachout Foundation 

will be helpful for understanding the problems of discrimination in our society 

and its recommendations would be useful for policy, programming and 

implementation.  

It is my privilege to release this report and wish the Reachout Foundation all the 

very best in the ensuing deliberations that would take place during the course of 

the day.  

Thank you.
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Discussion following release of 
Discrimination Survey 2014

Transcript of the discussion following the release of the report:
(The discussion was moderated by Kishalay Bhattacharjee, Executive Director 

Reachout Foundation)

Kishalay: Ravi you’ve had a cursory look at the report, what do you think of it?

Ravi Gulati : Since I have been working in the field of education one of the 
things that I have noticed and I’d like to put a little focus there to bring my own 
experience to the issue that we are discussing today; the solution to this issue 
what most people are saying would be education. But one thing we have to be 
very careful about this very broad word called ‘education’ since it means a lot of 
different things to a lot of different people so its usually considered a panacea 
for all kinds of social problems . For any kind of problem it would come up and I 
wouldn’t be surprised if education is the solution. But we have to understand that 
the education that makes a doctor and the education that makes an engineer 
the education that makes a software programmer is not the education that’s 
going to make a difference here. You’ve seen it over and over again that’s why 
we get surprised, more and more educated societies have higher cases of foetus 
selection and then we are surprised. Excuse me but why are we surprised? We 
are expecting from the education that give us professionals to also do the job 
of  helping us in being open minded. That’s a separate kind of a thing. The other 
interesting thing that I noticed in the report is one of these pie charts talk about is 
indifference towards this issue; or perhaps not enough interaction or people don’t 
know enough about it. I was just thinking all of this really club under the same 
thing not having enough cross community interaction. So if I have just grown 
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up in Delhi and all I know is Delhi or some surrounding areas we cant fault upon 
someone who comes across another person who does not look like the people 
he sees around them and so he considers them not Indian. I am not excusing 
that kind of behavior, that’s the careful dividing line we have to make that 
when people are not inclusive we have to go back and see what is the growing 
up they’ve had and what is the exposure they’ ve had because of which they 
have come to certain beliefs and they do not know that these kind of thoughts 
resides within them. So what kind of an educational intervention can help that. 
A lot more mixing up ,a lot more visiting each others spaces living in each others 
houses. I am surprised that a country like India which is really a continent doesnot 
have a whole project around people mixing. In some ways migration is good 
because that’s the only way we know of the other part . Maybe what we need 
are great colleges. I love your point that the term ‘north east’ should not be there. 
Great colleges there, great colleges here that’s the only way we can see the mixing 
happening.

K: Intrestingly the respondents actually did mention about this lack of mixing up 
and they think the prejudice is because of the lack of education and information. 
The government is ceased of this matter is there is not enough of these places in 
Indian history books so you go through your entire education without knowing 
anything about those places and therefore they are not part of India in our 
consciousness  as we grow up . If I can now come to you Mr. Chamanlal who is 
a retired Indian Police Service officer . Lets assume there is a landowner in Delhi 
who wants to rent his/her premises and there are prospective tenants for example 
I  and one from Kashmir  one would be someone from Nagaland one would be 
from Manipur or from Jharkhand or Bastar. The choice is very easy in front of 
them and they would probably give the house to me because I fit would into their  
notion of ‘main stream’ because of the way I look . How can overcome this?

Mr.Chamanlal:  Give me couple of minutes because I am here because of my NE 
connection and I may be sounding immodest  but I was recognized publicly as the 
friend of the NE. I may take just two three points which may help this organization 
in dealing with the issues of the NE. I have just seen the report and I think I can’t 
comment on the report or answer the question on the report. I am highlighting 
some points which the audience will appreciate. First thing is NE is a fascinating 
area with problems of complexity of insurgency, governance, development and 
the issue the mainstreaming which you also referred; it is the issue of arrogance 
of mainstreaming. As against the issue of assimilation we are not celebrating 
the plurality of identity. Any view point that is taken against assimilation is 
taken as anti-national. If we are really interested in sorting out this NE problem 
we must understand the arrogance of mainstreaming. The predominant Hindu 
mainstream that you are insisting and secondly we accuse people in NE of not 
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having awareness about the rest of India. They have a lot of knowledge about the 
rest of India in NE and there is monumental ignorance in rest of India about the 
NE. We had a PM who while going to Nagaland was not sure whether Kohima 
is the capital or Imphal is the capital of the state. The second thing is you cannot 
avoid the question of the insurgency in the NE. This insurgency which has for 
example mother of all insurgencies and number of movements with outright 
cessation and to variant degrees of autonomy has a positive feature; people have 
developed vested interest in peace even if talks that fail they go back to jungle. 
That support base is what needs to be capitalized. The other point excessive 
militarization. There is need for helping the people of NE to shed the mindset of 
being exploited and victimized. This kind of mindset has to be shed and help them 
create opportunities. Discrimination is there and discrimination is on the basis of 
ethnicities is there. We should identify the people who have vested interest in 
reinforcing this discrimination.

K: Thank you so much Sir. If I may ask Mr. Satyabrata Pal.  I know I have forced 
you to write an essay for us and I must mention that one error in the report while 
printing it was I missed out one ‘a’ from his name so I apologized to him on a 
mail and I told him that I dropped one ‘a’. so he very kindly said that all Bengali 
surnames have several vowels so we can afford to drop one vowel. Mr. Pal is a 
career diplomat and he was member of NHRC as well and he has a brilliant essay 
in the project report that I say you must read. Sir, you have already wrote in the 
report but what we are trying to figure out  is do policy makers take such reports 
seriously ? Are policies made on such independent reports?

Mr. Satyabrata Pal: To be truthful, no. But nevertheless the effort has to be 
made. And sometimes you plant the seed and it doesn’t seem to take that its 
there but perhaps many moons later someone picks it up or nurtures it and it 
grows. As I wrote in what I sent to you it is important for those who sit in South 
Block and North Block to take a look at what you have found because certainly 
when I was at NHRC and when I went to the NE we realized the depth and extent 
of the problem and part of the problem in the interest of our own policy makers 
that for instance Europe is now facing, they are completely flummoxed that there 
are young European Muslims who have been to their homelands who have been 
born in Britain or in France or Germany . Who have now turned against their 
own who have now turned their back on what would be considered there the 
only country that they have known and they wonder why. When they did surveys 
like yours, since they had greater resources much more extensive, I think that has 
what clearly emerged that these people born as citizens of Britain or France or 
Germany or elsewhere, never got accepted let me be honest by those who were 
Europeans or Englishman or Frenchmen or Germans and therefore they turned 
what was imposed on them. Here is exactly the same pattern we expect the 
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people in NE to be Indian but the concept of Indianness doesn’t include them and 
that is a complete paradox. They are expected for instance to learn about Akbar 
or Prithviraj Chouhan and Mahatma Gandhi. But the rest of India has absolutely 
zero interest in knowing about their heroes, in knowing about their culture. NE is 
not considered to be the part of India certainly in the Indian historical discourse 
and if the rest of India excludes a part of India in its own perception of India then 
why do you expect them to embrace Indianness? It stands treason that at some 
time there would be a fissure and if that fissure is to be avoided certainly I think 
that the people in power must look at your report and study it to draw the right 
lessons and act on them.

K: Thank you so much Sir. I would now like to invite comments from the  floor.

Col. Rohil: I am Colonel Rohil retired from army and presently working as the 
registrar in a private university. I spent one third of my army career serving NE in 
almost all the states so to that extent I am in a position to speak on this topic. 
First is to understand why this problem is there. Discrimination is there, there is no 
doubt about it and we all recognize but why?  What I understand is there are two 
reasons, the main responsible people are the politicians. Forget about NE even in 
places like Mumbai people say ‘Biharis yahan nahi aane chahiye’. Inside NE it is 
quite intense. When I say NE it is anywhere beyond Siliguri corridor. Technically, 
if I want to go and settle down in Nagaland and Arunachal Pradesh there should 
be no problem. We go there and they come here so that chances of mixing up in 
inter community increases. If my neighbour is from NE I would get used to that 
person and that person would get used to me so I think artificial barriers that 
have been made by the government need to be removed. Second is education 
and all of us have emphasized on it. I am from Haryana where lets say 70% seats 
should be reserved for Haryanavis and a college or University in Rajasthan reserves 
70% seats for Rajasthanis. I am giving you a hypothetical figure of 70%. If we 
are Indians 100% seats should be for Indians or 90% seats for Indians and 10% 
for foreigners . To that extent I am not advertising about my university but our 
university has no reservation whatsoever. It is 100% open to  anyone.

K: Axel, if I ask you, your organization Heinrich Boll Stiftung has been focusing 
on the NE . Why did you start focusing on the NE and not other parts and did 
discrimination figure anywhere in the kind of work that you have been funding 
and the kind of work you have been involved with?

Axel:  Discrimination was not really the starting point. It was a phenomenon 
I was told by most Northeasterners in Delhi and whom I was talking to. For us 
as the German political foundation based in Delhi , you asked  why NE is of 
interest to us and why we have our focus there. For us NE is a part of Indian 
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democracy and at the same time it shows its limits . It shows the limits of the 
Indian democracy to integrate. I think overall  India has been very successful in 
managing diversity, diverse regions religions and so on and the federal system and 
various mechanisms of language have all contributed to making this system work 
in amazing diversity but in the NE the classical case of cessationist movement since 
1950 and all that have been challenging the system. But compared to the past, 
I think the move towards integration is better today, the degree of integration is 
higher today and the fact is that people from NE are actually coming to ‘mainland’ 
India . I wanted to make one observation to this report , this was not related to 
any question that you asked but I am stunned that 90% of your respondents are 
below 30 . The NE we are talking about is very very young. I am not entirely sure 
whether this is entirely a representative of NE in Delhi but it points to the direction 
that average NE in Delhi is very very young and is also at the same time relatively 
well educated or in search of education and there is a particular spectrum the 
people who are the new elite from the region. They are mostly and educated they 
are enterprising . When we have to analyse discrimination here in Delhi we have 
to realize this a very young population, a very active population and perhaps it is 
not discrimination against NE particularly. It is discrimination against young people 
and young women so while we have to take NE dimension in mind but remember 
that perhaps it a larger Indian pattern.

K: The most optimistic point that we can take back home with us is the 
respondents are hopeful that discrimination can be eliminated from Delhi. Perhaps 
that’s not the answer I would have given if I was asked the same question.  Shikha 
you wanted to say something?

Dr. Shikha Sharma: Couple of things; congratulations for this report. 
Discrimination is a very very common phenomena and discrimination has 
of course many aspects. Socio economic discrimination also happens at the 
psychological level. I was in Germany when East and West Germany unified there 
was a difference in how assimilation happened . Of course Delhi has its sample 
size and Delhi has its own issues. It will be interesting to expand the report and 
see what is happening in Tamil Nadu or in Gujarat. It would also be interesting to 
see that is it an economic battle? Will this person who doesn’t look like me or eat 
my kind of food get my job?

K: In fact I have also been asked by people to go back to the NE and to conduct 
similar studies and understand what is called a reverse racism which is different 
and not in the scope of this discussion and that’s very violent and has gone on 
for several years . In fact in the same breath I must add there is no study, no data. 
In this country we lack adequate data in most things . 20 to 25 lac people have 
been displaced from NE because they did not ‘belong’ to those places. A few 
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hundred people killed and a few thousands disappeared. Since 1960s that has 
been the story in the NE and needs to be reflected but that’s a different kind of 
discrimination and it stems from a different kind of prejudice. That is xenophobia 
while this is racial in nature. In effect both are discrimination.

You wanted to say something Sandhya?

Sandhya Gupta: Hello my name is Sandhya Gupta and I work for Tony Blair Faith 
Foundation. So talking about ‘judge your book by cover’ when I say  Sandhya, 
there are a lot of surprised look on everyones’ face. I am American and I work for 
Tony Blair Faith Foundation and they run educational programs in schools in India 
and also 32 countries around the world and what we have developed a unique 
pedagogy which can be used in the schools . It teaches children , it gives children 
from ages 12 to 17 required skills to handle diversities and trains them to have a 
dialogue with people who are different from them and so what we are starting to 
work in the NE and I am looking to partner with more schools in the NE. But one 
thing that I wanted to say that we believe very strongly in the power of education 
to reduce prejudices to reduce discrimination specially through people to people 
contact. Its not always possible to always get people to people contact so we run 
video conferences for example between students in Tamil Nadu and students in 
Punjab. Its always very surprising to see the power of these video conferences. 
These conversations can go a long way in reducing a lot of stereotypes actually in 
the critical age group of 12 to 17. One of the most difficult things we have seen 
though is convincing government authorities be it state government or national 
government. Authorities need this kind of an alternative approach to education 
in government schools. One of my questions to Reachout and to other people in 
this room is what more can we do to government systems to adopt this kind of 
alternative education?

K: We’ll be wrapping up with one response from him and then I am going to 
come to someone who decides on what is to be done. We are going to come to 
him as a last response but to you now Ravinder.

Ravinder: Thanks for giving me this opportunity, I am from Delhi police. My 
name is Ravinder. I am happy that only 7% have said that they face discrimination 
against the police and that is the lowest one. Although we are still striving for 
0% and we are having our in-house sensitization sessions and like Col. Sahab 
who had spoken over there I have also served long time in Mizoram and Goa and 
Delhi and the other day I was interacting with a very senior officer who is on the 
verge of retiring. What he told me would sum up the situation; he said when he 
came into service if any NE people would complain it would be kept at the back 
burner because he would have no sifarish. Delhi is a place where sifarish works, 
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so anyone who comes for complaints he adds ten sifarish from various people 
but the NE person will have no sifarish so that would be least priority. There was 
a time when the NE youth population kept increasing in villages like Munirka 
and Delhi police was looking at avoiding riot like situation . The communities like 
Jats over there were feeling threatened. Their ‘culture’ is being affected by these 
people, they would allege. That was in the 90s or 2000. Now it is the reverse; if 
there is a complaint from the NE person then it is the first priority. If you don’t 
attend to it you might lose your job or face disciplinary action. So that is the 
difference that has been made.

K: Thank you so much. And now I will ask someone who has been at the decision 
making and policy framing stage. He is the director of the NE division of the 
Ministry of Home affairs Mr. Ajay Kanoujia. You have been in thick of it what 
has been going on? One understands and the perception that one gets is that 
the government is serious but there is another strand of thought that govt. lacks 
imagination. How are you dealing with this?

Ajay Kanoujia: I think there is perception that the government does not 
understand the feelings of the NE people and that is not fair. We understand the 
problems and MHA is committed to doing everything possible. MHA had set up a 
committee as you know the MP Bezbaruah committee. No one has discussed that 
here. They have made a lot of recommendations for the security of the NE people. 
We are on the job and they have given us a time of 6 months. They had submitted 
this report on July 11th this year. 6 months will be completing on 11th Jan but 
we have completed 70% of the work. As far as government is concerned it is 
committed to provide safety and security to all sections of the society, including 
NE. My friend Mr. Ravinder has said that they are highly prioritized.

K: You are you happy with the report because the findings say 54% respondents 
think that Delhi can be free from discrimination. They also feel that it is the 
government which will be the primary driver and will be able to help. So is that 
good news for you ? I am not trying to criticize but so far there has not been any 
data . This is first quantitative survey you have by which you will be able to say 
that this is the percentage of people. It followed a methodology and it has been 
an independent study .I hope you will be able to utilize the study.

Ajay: Thank you Mr. Kishalay and Reachout Foundation . You have done a 

wonderful job. We also have to find out whether it is racial discrimination or 

whether it is intentional attacks on these boys and girls or this is accidental.
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OURSTORIES

OurStories

Stories connect us. They help us understand each other. But over the last two 

decades our stories were no longer being heard and people and places just kept 

falling off the map. We want to reconnect again through our stories and join the 

dots.

OurStories is a digital channel integrated with social media platforms that will 

disseminate Multiple Narratives from India and its neighbourhood.

It is envisaged that going beyond the ‘single story’ will help in dispelling 

stereotypes and breaking barriers. Stories punch holes in our mental walls 

(prejudices) and through those holes we get a glimpse of the other and often like 

it.

Social Media and Integration

Social media has a tremendous potential for political and cultural communication, 

persuasion and thus integration. India today has the world’s 3rd largest Internet 

population which can be both informed and engaged through social media. 

India, in the last one decade has seen a surge in political opinion, with young 

people actively participating in political debates and having political affiliations. 

A study quoted by the BBC suggests that nearly 45 percent of Indian web users 

interact on social media to discuss politics. By expressing opinions via Facebook 

and by tweeting, ordinary people today feel more empowered as citizens. Today 

they break news faster than journalists do. People are demanding to be active 

participants, no longer happy to remain passive recipients.

The news media is going through a revolution that has placed the audience in 

charge. Social media also goes beyond mass mobilization and enables a change 

in political discourse by offering itself as a tool for solutions. Clearly the potential 
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for integration of India with itself and with its neighbours via social media is 

tremendous.

Creating a Digital Channel for World Class Reportage

To anchor and consolidate the multiple discourses on the region being conducted 

via social media, OurStories is an online portal that will become a consolidated 

digital database for stories giving much wider coverage to the areas and thus 

challenging stereotypes.

This portal will seek to raise the bar in reporting the regions creating world 

class standards of journalism and aiding the peace and development process. 

OurStories must reveal and explain; represent all sections and regions and be 

rooted in the ground. It will provide a fair and equal environment for the battle 

of ideas. No longer is there a big or small organization, it is about how effectively 

one can distribute and disseminate. The producer and consumer are now in an 

equal relationship.

The digital channel will also be integrated with digital platforms of bigger media 

organizations as well as social media platforms thus enabling the launch of 

multiple stories from the region which better engage various stakeholders and 

audiences.

Every Story Must be Told

Timely and accurate reportage of issues from the region in the form of 

developmental journalism is critical for long term peace and good governance.

Grassroot journalists are entrenched in local networks and could provide 

invaluable reportage if they are equipped with the latest skills in digital broadcast 

journalism. OurStories will collate grassroot stories with a mix of highly credible 

opinion pieces and compelling features. The proposed digital channel will be fed 

by stories that are told from the ground and are delivered with the highest quality.

OurStories hosts and combines video, still photo, audio and text. There is content 

we already have and content we are newly generating. Both will take time and 

effort to organise and load. We will keep adding sections to the site to increase 

the scope of the coverage.

It is also in our mandate to search for ways in which the very people we cover, 

will also have access to, and a say in, the making of this site. That is why we call it 

OurStories.
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Reachout Foundation

Anshu Jamsenpa: Brand ambassador 

Harini Kota : Managing Trustee 

Vibha Lakhera: Project Coordinator 
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“Strength lies in Differences,  
Not in Similarities”- 
How Education Can Address Diversity

“We may have different religions, different languages, different 
colored skin, but we all belong to one human race.” –Kofi Annan

The world’s economy has become increasingly globalized, fueling the rapid 

expansion of immigration to industrialized countries over the last many years. 

India too is a dynamic, multicultural country with an abundant array of diversity; 

here upholding the principles of democracy and valuing cultural diversity are 

national goals.

As more and more students from diverse backgrounds populate classrooms, there 

is acumulative prerequisite to identify appropriate methods of teaching/learning 

tools and pedagogical approaches. Today, it is not unusual to find classrooms 

where three or four different languages and cultures are represented. In order to 

educate future generations of our society effectively,preferment of diversity and 

equality should be an important objective of our education system to develop 

children and young people as responsible citizens who demonstrate respect for 

others; understand different beliefs and cultures; and have informed, ethical views 

of complex issues.

Mekhla Sinha
Executive Director, Global 

Human Resource  
Development Centre
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Challenges in Diverse Education System

Diversity also presents a unique challenge for educators, especially in the areas of 

assessment, instruction, and socialization.Students from dissimilar backgrounds 

learn differently and process information in different ways. Educators are required 

to understand the different learning styles to become more mindful of how they 

teach and improve learning and increase teacher effectiveness for diverse learners.

Students are also challenged to mingle with people from various backgrounds. 
When students are ignorant about the differences of other groups, there is 
a greater probability of conflicts. Particularly in the classroom where student 
diversity is expanding, students need the right skills to relate to each other 
positively, notwithstanding cultural and linguistic differences. In order to 
indoctrinate these values and skills, the education system must employ 
theoretically sound and culturally responsive pedagogy.

Promoting Harmony and Multicultural Diversity through Education

In a classroom of diverse cultures, languages, and abilities, it is integral that all 
students feel fairly treated and respected. The attitudes, beliefs and views of the 
teacher also plays an important part in educational practice. There is a need for 
schools to inaugurate a classroom ethos where all students,irrespective of their 
cultural and linguistic background are welcomed, supported, and provided with 
the best opportunities to learn.

Teachers can be role models, demonstrating fairness and reminding students that 
difference is normal. Further, teachers need to monitor what types of behaviors 
and communication styles are to be rewarded and praised. 

Students should be offered learning opportunities (e.g., have students 
interview individuals from other cultures; link students to email mates from 
other communities and cultures) so that they might become more culturally 
knowledgeable and competent when interacting with others who are different. 
Teaching students about multicultural role models also serves as an effective 
method for demonstrating that people of all genders, ethnicities, and appearances 
can have a positive influence on the world and deserve to be respected and 
emulated. As a matter of fact, as an education research organization, when 
we conduct survey activities for the various educational entities, one of the 
first things we look for is the diversity of students in a class in terms of regional 
representation and male-female ratio. This is of prime importance as we truly 
believe that this is a critical factor contributing to the quality of education. 
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Such an exposure offers the students to gain not just multicultural insight and 
perspectives but also helps them develop a holistic outlook.

There are a wide range of classroom activities that can help students recognize the 
essence of humanity and value of different types of people. 

Experience Sharing: Providing students with an opportunity to share stories of 

their home life, such as family holiday practices, provides fellow students with a 

window into their peer’s cultural traditions. 

Inclusive Curriculum:The curriculum being delivered at schools is very critical in 

bringing about awareness regarding diversity. Students should be taught in a way 

that reflects a wide variety of languages and experiences, featuring themes and 

people of different races, cultures, ethnicities, religions, countries.

Usage of National Language:Being proficient in the national language is 

essential for social participation in all kinds of social settings. Its role in learning 

and development is indisputable and students should therefore be given ample 

opportunity in learning and honing this skill.

Diverse Cultural Programs: Various cultural diversity programs, projects, events 

and forums can be organized to promote intercultural diversity.Cultural exchange 

programs are a way of encouraging schools to make contact with other schools in 

different localities with different cultural compositions, where students experience 

and learn about other cultures. 

The education system has a huge part to play. It is only when children are taught 

to communicate and interact with people from different backgrounds and with 

different abilities that the process of change begins. In addition,educators must 

find ways to offer an excellent education to all students regardless of their 

background and support all students to achieve to their full potential.
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Roundtable on Migration and 
Discrimination

The roundtable on Migration and Discrimination was an attempt at bringing 

representatives from academia, state, media and civil society to deliberate on the 

extent and scope of racial discrimination in India.

Given that the issue could be interpreted in various ways, and rightly so, it was 

critical for the organizers of the Discrimination Project to understand these 

multiple interpretations. Collating perspectives from a wide range of scholarship 

therefore becamethe major purpose of this event. It is of course imperative that 

the organizers take it further and build adequately fromthe project by taking the 

collated perspectives to each one of the contributors in due time.

At the core of the “Discrimination Project” lay a published report, whose 

broad findings were disseminated by Reachout Foundation.  Briefly, Kishalay 

Bhattacharjee Executive Director of Reachout Foundation shared the report that is 

available at www.reachoutfoundation.org.in

Roundtable Discussion

Following the presentation of the survey, participants commented on how they 

thought the project should be taken forward.

NFI strongly welcomed the idea of this project and said it needed an emphasis 

on the “push factor”. It iscritical to know what causes migration in the first 

place—even before factoring migration as a precursor to discrimination.  Given 

NFI’s mandate of looking at discrimination from the lens of justice with the goal 

Organised jointly by:  
Reachout Foundation and 

the Northeast Desk , National 
Foundation for India (NFI)
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of peace building, Amitabh Behar wanted to know if a study on reasons for 

migration in the source area could lead to a structured Peace Audit of the said 

geo-political area.Amitabh also welcomed the idea of NFI’s  possible participation 

in conducting similar studies in other cities of India, like Pune, Bengaluru, 

Chennai  that have seen a rise in violence against migrants in recent times. He 

also reiterated NFI’s focus on the Northeast being its core constituency and its 

commitment to support studies that would place  the region in the consciousness 

radar of Delhi.

Retired diplomat and former member, National Human Rights Commission, 

Mr.Satyabrata Pal recalled his days in Indian Foreign Services and wondered if 

discrimination began right within the government and bureaucracy. He said 

a study could reveal how many key posts in the four key ministries of the 

Government of India actually went to bureaucrats from the Northeast. Content 

in school-books sometimes enhances stereotypehe said and emphasized on 

the need to address this lacuna. He also wanted the project to be sharperin its 

differentiation of diverse forms of discrimination.

Delhi University’s Political Science department took pride in the fact that students 

from the Northeast are given priority in the academic space atleast within the 

department. Commenting on college level curricula, Prof. Madhulika Banerjee 

said a lot of effort is made in designing a curriculum that is inclusive and does not 

reinforce stereotypes. Yet, university studies are sometimes guided by superficial 

concerns. Ona broader level, she felt that caste discrimination is the major schism 

in Indian society

The department of Humanities and Social Sciences of IIT, Delhi concluded that 

intra ethnic conflicts in the source areas were alarmingly high. Like NFI, Prof.

Ravinder Kaur felt migration is key to understanding discrimination better. There 

is a need for greater and more indepth studiesto have a balanced perspective, 

she said.  She also drew an interesting analogy regarding the complexities in 

assimilating diversity or being tolerant of the ‘other’. Talking about momos being 

the flavor of Delhi’s fast food lovers in recent times, she said it is one thing for 

Delhi’s youth to seek out the hundreds of Northeasterners who sell momosat 

every nook and corner of Delhi’s gullies and quite another to actually treat them 

as part of Delhi’s core and inner culture.

The Centre for North East Studies of Jamia Milia Islamia had a counter argument 

to present. Prof Sanjoy Hazarika, the Director of the centre, said that we need to 

acknowledge that discrimination within the northeastern region also persists. The 
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overall intensity of discrimination has reached such proportions that there it needs 

to be addressed urgently.To change the nazar of the majoritarian population, 

recourse has to be sought in collating proper information and then disseminating 

such information. He stressed that the history and politics of the Northeast 

should be collated adequately, that literature has to be improved by being made 

more organized and creative, even Bollywood needs to be sensitized and film-

makers need to be involved. Only then can the ‘natives’be expected to match 

the resilience of the migrants. Prof.Hazarika emphatically statedthat such studies 

and action projects need to be done in collaboration and not as stand -alone 

initiatives. 

The Northeast Forum Against Racism spoke against the populist tendency of 

clubbing Northeast into a singular identity. Mr. David shared many personal 

examples of prejudice inflicted by the masses. He stressed that security is key 

inprotecting the interests and well-being of migrants from the Northeast.

Participants from the media presented perspectives from the ground. Sangeeta 

Pisharoty Baruah of The Hindu lamented the fact that there aren’t enough 

reporters to cover far-flung areas like the Northeast. She added that there 

isn’t enough intent and interest on the part of bureau management to depute 

adequate resources, human and monetary, for serious reporting from such 

regions. Supriya Sharma, a journalist now working with scroll.in, pushed for 

an active database of journalists in the Northeast.  Both Sangeeta and Supriya 

came out as strong advocates for investing in people (read human resources) for 

development journalism to flourish in source areas of migration.

A retired civil servant, Mr Gautam Sen, felt that the state’s perception of the 

Northeast as one collective rather than several entities is damaging when seen 

from the lens of security. He pushed for more and adequate policies to safeguard 

overall development and security interests of the region. 

Law enforcers like the State Police of Haryana too felt that preventive measures 

work better than curative ones. IGP Mamta Singh reiterated the need for orienting 

and counseling youth and women, both natives and migrants, to be mindful of 

discriminating against fellow beings and not to suffer in silence.

Having been associated with a feminist publishing house, Zubaan, for many 

years as an editor, Preeti Gill felt it is reading that connects people, cultures and 

geographies. She invoked mass media as the most effective agent for being able 

to give enough visibility and therefore identity to the ones less heard and less 

seen; the victims of apathy and discrimination. 
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Manzil, an organization dedicated to innovative ways of educating children from 

marginalized sections felt that the attitude of othering needs to be challenged 

right at the formative years of an individual’s growth. Ravi Gulati philosophically 

argued about ‘unfreezing before freezing again’ the set and conventional patterns 

of prejudices and stereotypes. Ravi stressed that it is experience and not schooling 

that helps you learn (or unlearn school’s rote methods) right values. He shared 

Manzil’s experience of treating education and its dissemination as a process. 

Kishalay Bhattacharjee of Reachout Foundation moderated the discussion.

Key Points and major takeaways: 

1. Migration is key to understanding discrimination.

2. More indepth studies to understand migration are imperative to 

enact appropriate strategies and formulate policies aimed at reducing 

discrimination.

3. Discrimination exists within the government, bureaucracy and associated 

mechanisms. 

4. University education (central ones) are binders. Without overtly saying so 

they make plurality a possibility by allowing intellectual mingling in a free 

and open space. This is mostly true even if at times there are superficial 

issues that might take precedence over serious academics.

5. The same cannot be said for school education though. School textbooks 

still promote stereotypes and course curricula fall woefully short in 

challenging them

6. Investing in people is critical to bringing out multiple narratives from 

remote regions- these narratives will celebrate the richness of the land 

and its people- stories of hopes, aspirations and unflinching conviction 

of overcoming all odds and struggles need to be told. The so-called 

mainstream then needs to be connected with such stories to transform 

their attitudes and perceptions towards migrants. Institutional support 

towards capacity building of journalists from the Northeast could be the 

first step in this direction.

7. The resilience of migrants could be acknowledged adequately and the 

nazar of natives could be transformed substantially only when existing 

literature is bettered, history and politics of othered region/people is suitably 

presented and information is sufficiently organized. 
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8. Disseminating an organized repository of such information is equally critical 

to a successful discourse and consequent action on discrimination.

9. For discrimination to be addressed during the formative stages of a child, 

education has to be experiential; there need not be any substitute for actual 

site visits and learning by doing exercises.

10. All aforesaid points could be translated into actionable ventures and should 

be done in collaboration, not as stand-alone projects, so as to ensure 

substantial outcomes.
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“Tyranny of Distance: Identifying 
Gaps in Coverage of India’s  
Northeast”

Rationale 

A roundtable was organized jointly by National Foundation for India (NFI) and 

Reachout Foundation (RoF), on October 18th 2015, to get some sharp reflections 

on what leads to inadequate media coverage of issues in India’s northeast.  The 

meeting was chaired by Mr. Rajdeep Sardesai, Former President of Editor’s Guild. 

The objectives as mentioned in opening note of the meeting were- 

• How to uncover areas that need mainstream media attention in sync with 

market consideration. How to break stereotypical media reporting. 

• Addressing the challenge of limited monetary resources while covering 

India’s northeast. 

• How to build capacity of local journalists, alternate media personnel and 

other concerned bodies.

• Creating a network of both national and international media 

correspondence. 

• What are various means through which media personnel and civil society 

bodies could synergize to ensure efficient media coverage ?

•  Framework to be followed for similar future consultations/roundtables?

Records of the Discussion

The discussion started with a remark that there is tyranny of ‘center’ not ‘distance’ 

when it comes to North East. The old world belief amongst the Civil Society Bodies 

(CSB) that media and CSB are for a social mission needs to be changed. Such 
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thoughts have created a sense of frustration among the CSBs as there is conflict 

of thought between media and CSBs. The media needs to address multiple and 

alternative narratives rather than promoting stereotypical narratives. Stories of 

despair reflecting a region could be replaced with positive stories. Thinking about 

the possible measures that can be attempted to bridge gap between the media 

personnel and CSBs is required instead of focusing on shortcomings that are 

largely known. 

When one compares northeast and Jammu & Kashmir it is observed that even 

though Jammu & Kashmir is not far away from centre it suffers equally in 

terms of adequate media coverage. There is significant lack of correspondent 

media personnel representing national media houses in these regions. There are 

many more regions which suffer on account of adequate media coverage. It is 

depressing to observe mainstream media showing lack of interest in covering 

important issues of northeast. Under such circumstances it becomes important 

to indentify various means which can promote satisfactory media reporting of 

these marginalized regions. In today’s digital age we have huge opportunities 

to help margins become mainstreams. Small organizations like ‘Charkha’ who 

is trying to work with various newspapers could be considered for contributing 

in building multimedia entity for mainstreaming margins. Since there is very 

little hope from traditional mainstream media who already have a long term 

existence, huge opportunities could be attained through emergence of new 

digital alternate media entity. As digital media will not require heavy funds unlike 

mainstream news channels it can be well exploited for overcoming shortcomings 

of mainstream media houses. Crowd source funding could be used for running 

such digital media. They can be perfectly used as mainstream however it will 

require a new league of journalists and reporters. Additionally, existing journalists 

could start digital spaces like online magazine, videos etc for covering news 

from northeast. Creating a multimedia project not only for northeast but also for 

other rural regions of India is important in today’s time. This could be achieved by 

creating a network across such marginalized regions. The opening of a new news 

channel by ‘AAJ TAK’ team named as ‘AAJ TAK DESH’ themed over capturing life 

beyond metros in rural India could be used as an opportunity to bring issues from 

North East in national electronic media. We need to collectivize and approach 

such media house before it follows stereotypical lines. Creating a whole new 

system of digital media is demanding both in terms of manpower and monetary 

resources; however it can bring revolution in way present media works. The 

model of ‘Newzulu’, a Paris based media house, could be taken as an example for 

starting such digital alternate media platform.   
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The problem of mainstream media is that they tend to typecast regions across 

India repeatedly telecasting similar stories. Moreover, the local/regional media 

are likely to distort essence of grass root stories due to manipulations thereby 

increasing the risk of misinforming public who prefer watching regional news 

channel over national due to better understanding of local language. This 

demands building capacities of local media personnel. 

Since funding is a challenge for creating a digital multimedia platform big 

corporations like ‘Oil India’ based in North East could be approached for their CSR 

share investments. Also, TRP driven national media houses can be approached for 

funding media sources as part of their CSR share for covering relevant stories from 

North East. The problem of journalists, especially local/regional, being underpaid 

is also a factor for inadequate media reporting. However the presence of young 

individuals from North East in some national news rooms for reporting stories 

from North East enhances possibility for covering North East stories efficiently. 

It was felt that in order to promote digital alternate media there is need for 

collectivization. A ‘whattsapp group’ or other social platforms could be used for 

creating a network between editors, news managers, journalists, local reporters, 

CSBs and key resource individuals. This will help in reporting two to three on field 

stories from the region on a daily basis. There is need to motivate and mobilize 

local inhabitants for helping such stories gain visibility among media personnel. 

Suggestions were made to create online free to access websites (e.g Scroll) that 

carry stories from North East; the national media houses could pick stories from 

such websites for reporting or telecasting it nationally. Locally identified resource 

people could be trained for using camera, script writing for a better reporting of 

issues from North East. The CSBs can contribute well in identifying and circulating 

verified stories amongst media houses. CSBs can promote and encourage locales 

through offering fellowships and capacity building trainings for developing good 

journalism practices. Emerging regional/local media in NE can possibly help in 

developing good governance across the region; however this will require adopting 

good media reporting practices. Reporting progressive or positive stories will help 

immensely in deconstructing the stereotypical image of India’s North East.

Key takeaways

• Need for bottom up approach while reporting stories from North East.

• Promoting CSR among big media houses for providing resource to cover 

India’s NE.
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• Exploring opportunities of crown source funding; following example of 

‘Newzulu’ model, a media house based in Paris.

• Step towards creating India’s world class digital multimedia website for 

covering North East; could be initiated as a time bound project.

• Coming up with NE newsletters and online magazines.

• Target eminent personalities who could give face to stories and news as a 

strategy for wider publicity.

• Creating a common forum for CSBs and various media houses.

 










